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Argonne National Laboratory (AND performed audit calculations using
RELAP5/M0D1.5 (Cycle 26) of a large steam!ine break during fu l l power opera-
tion of a C-E System 80 plant with concurrent loss of offsite power and com-
pared the results with CESEC-III predictions. The objective was to audit the
vendor's analytical methodology and to examine the impact of mixing of cold
primary f lu id returning from the affected steam generator with the hot f lu id
returning from the intact steam generator, and i ts effect upon the potential
return to power due to moderator reactivity feedback.

CE based their mixing model upon experiments performed in a scale model
test. Time dependent junction components were uti l ized in RELAP5 to replicate
the experimental mixing at both the core inlet and outlet. However, this did
not provide complete identity with CE's results since there are additional
crossflow terms which are computed in CESEC-III by using density differences
versus the RELAP5 use of a complete momentum equation. A "cold edge tempera-
ture" computation was developed for RELAP5 to calculate moderator reactivity
changes similar to the CE method. The remaining major modelling assumptions
were essentially identical.
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During the analysis, It was observed that the RELAP5 modeling of the
bypass flow and Internal circulation produced excessive condensation/nixing In
the upper head region. The resultant reactor coolant system pressure versus
time was low compared to the CE results. Since low pressures are non-
conservative for steam "line break analyses due to earlier initiation of a
Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS), the upper head region was re-
nodal i zed to be comparable to the CE model. The CE nodalization as derived
from the St. Lucie natural circulation cool down event which showed very little
mixnig in that region. CE's model, therefore, does not account for conden-
sation/mixing effects in this upper head region.

Initially the pressure in both steam generators decreases due to the
increased steam flow out the break. A 9 second difference in receipt of the
MSIS was observed due to differences in feed flow assumptions, and more impor-
tantly, differences in cross flow among the steam lines in the RELAP5 analysis
which were not modelled in the CE analysis. The CESSAR analysis predicted
that the water mass decrease was approximately symmetric between the steam
generators prior to closure of the MSIYs. The RELAP5 analysis showed similar
trends to that in CESSAR, but the initial behavior of the intact steam gener-
ators was slightly different.

Agreement between the integrated break flows was excellent, and a compar-
ison between the affected steam generator pressures versus time indicated that
the total and time dependent heat removal rates from the affected steam gener-
ators were approximately equal.

Following closure of the MSIVs, the affected steam generator continued to
blowdown saturated steam. The Intact steam generator was essentially isolated
following closure of the MSIVs, which terminated its pressure decrease.
Isolation of the intact steam generator Initially reduced the heat removal
from the reactor coolant and there was a slight increase In the Intact cold
leg temperature. Continued blowdown of the affected steam generator produced
a continuously decreasing temperature in the affected cold leg. The increase
in the Intact cold leg temperature did not result in an increase in the Intact
hot leg, due to mixing with the colder coolant in the affected cold leg. The
RELAP5 predicted temperature in the affected cold leg temperature was higher



than that predicted by CESEC-III and the Intact cold leg temperature was
lower. RELAP5 predicted more mixing In the Inlet plenum region due to the
code differences mentioned earlier. This resulted In the RELAP5 cold edge
coolant temperature being slightly higher than that predicted by CESEC-III.

In the CESSAR analysis, the time that safety Injection boron reached the
core was after the time of peak positive reactivity (~.09%Ap). The moderator
feedback was terminated in the CESSAR analysis by abrupt loss of heat transfer
accompanying the emptying of the affected steam generator. In the RELAP5
analysis, the affected steam generator was empty at approximately the same
time; however, the steam generator heat sink behavior was not abrupt. The
total reactivity feedback in the RELAP5 calculation reached a maximum which
was slightly lower than the CESEC-III calculation (.077% A P RELAP5 versus .09%
Ap CESEC-III).

The reactor coolant pressure response determined the time at which a
Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) was generated. CE nodalized to maxi-
mize the temperature and pressure of the upper head fluid, since the upper
head behaves as a pressurizer after emptying of the real pressurizer. This
created the maximum possible delay for boron injection. The pressure pre-
dicted by the initial RELAP5 nodalization was approximately 300-400 psia lower
at the end of the transient. However, renodalization resulted in a pressure
prediction that agreed well with the CESEC-III analysis, verifying that the
pressure was sensitive to modeling in the upper head region.

In conclusion, there are two prime modeling considerations 1n Steam!Ine
Break Transient analyses. First, mixing of cold fluid returning to the core
from the affected side with that returning from the intact side must be prop-
erly modelled to conservatively predict moderator reactivity feedback. Sec-
ond, the flow in the upper head region must be carefully analyzed since the
flow pattern and initial temperature in that region governs the pressure
history and time that a Safety Injection Signal is generated.
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